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Abstract 
Scheduling the resources is decisive in shared data centers. Today scheduling algorithms focus only on one-
dimensional resource models, infact the multiple resources (e.g. Memory, Storage, CPU and Network 
bandwidth) can be consumed concurrently. There is a lot of demand for multiple resources in cloud 
computing which allows various users to share a data center. This paper depicts resource scheduling problem 
to a bounded multi-dimensional knapsack problem, taking into account the requirement dependency among 
multi-dimensional resources. Due to the NP hardness of B-MDKP, we present Multi-dimensional Resource 
Integrated Scheduling (MRIS), an inquisitive algorithm to obtain the approximate optimal solution. MRIS 
will be highly efficient and achieves high performance for a various set of workloads. 
Keywords: scheduling, bandwidth; multidimensional; optimal 
I. Introduction 
  Cloud computing is a new type of service which provides large scale computing resource to each customer. 
Creating effective scheduling systems is an extremely important factor in reducing costs, improving safety, and 
increasing efficiency in a variety of industries. It has revolutionized the computation paradigm. Cloud computing 
and shared data centers play an important role in supporting uncoordinated and heterogeneous users and their 
applications. Scheduling resources in data centers is crucial to efficient resource utilization and satisfactory 
application performance. 
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consider either a one-dimensional resource type or treat all resources as one abstract capacity when determining the 
sequence or combination of applications. These resource modeling does not does not focus on the fact that 
applications need a variety of resources (e.g. CPU power, memory, storage, network bandwidth and so on) 
simultaneously. In this paper we establish a multi-dimensional resource model and propose effective algorithms to 
solve the resource scheduling problem. Considering the multiple resources with limited capacities, we formulate the 
problem as a bounded multi-dimensional knapsack problem, an NP-hard problem even when the dimension is set to 
one.  
For the execution and multiplexing of heterogeneous applications in a shared data center, we propose an 
efficient Multi-dimensional Resource Integrated Scheduling algorithm called MRIS. This heuristic algorithm is an 
approximation of progressive filling in which the usage of all resources are increased at a similar rate or one 
dimension after another. In other words, a shared-resource pool prioritizes jobs differently by their preferred 
resource types. To meet the needs of resource requirement we formalize a job schedule model considering the 
dependency among multi-dimensional resources. The jobs with dissimilar demands also works by using our novel 
heuristic for scheduling multiple resources is proposed which will run effectively on a shared data center to achieve 
nearly optimal resource utilization in each dimension.  
II. Related Work 
We should consider that problem of scheduling independent jobs has been typically formulated as the constraint 
satisfaction problem in many researches. These works mainly attempts to turn the issue into one-dimensional 
resource allocation problem via requirement abstraction. As, multi-dimensionality of job demands is more 
advantageous, and there will be a significant improvement in the integrated utilization by co-allocating the multiple 
resource type. In reality, jobs typically require diverse resources simultaneously. A VM placement scheme that 
handles the hierarchical and multi-dimensional resource constraints to avoid hotspots in a specific virtualized 
environment is already proposed. In an approach of considering multiple resources is explored in the grid computing 
environment using a dimensionless computation index to provide resources suited for a job. 
 In contrast, we attempt to address the scheduling issue by considering both the dominant resource requirements 
from applications and the scarcity of resources in the pool. Multiplexing of heterogeneous applications in a shared 
data center is studied in which is similar to our scenario. The difference between our work and theirs is that we 
explicitly aim at improving the resource utilization with the promise of ensuring an application’s basic performance, 
while they emphasizes more about the resource usage fairness among applications in multiple dimensions. A similar 
approach to model the resource allocation with multi-dimension constraints is the well-known vector packing 
problem. In vector packing assumes the same properties for each container (bin). However, this assumption does not 
hold under the shared-resource condition such as in data centers or clouds because virtual machines usually act as 
the ”containers” in a hardware sharing environment, whose sizes could be dynamically re-allocated using 
virtualization techniques. 
III. Problem Definition 
We first present an example and then giving a more precise model and formally describe the scheduling problem. 
A.  Example 
We assume a shared resource pool consisting of 12 CPU cores, 12 GB memory, 12TB disk, and four application 
types. Each application submits a same kind of jobs which are independent of each other. The first application wants 
to use 6CPU cores, 2GB memory and 2TB disk per job, which represented as the demand vector  6; 2; 2 . The 
requirements of the next three applications are  5; 4; 8 ,  4; 6; 2  and  2; 2; 6  respectively. Assume that these four 
jobs arrive sequentially. 
We try to schedule jobs into the shared resources pool with two different strategies (S1 and S2).  
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scheduler chooses the first two applications, but cannot add more because of the limited CPU capacity. The 
utilization of each kind of resource is illustrated in Fig.1 (a). We can find that although the CPU utilization is 
impressive, the memory use is only 50%. 
 Schedule 2 (S2): We combine the candidate jobs in accordance with their different resource requirements, and 
obtain the scheduling result shown in Fig. 1(b). Trying to reasonably co-locate applications with disparate resource 
demands, we can obtain high integrated system utilization up to 89% as three resource dimensions reach 100%, 83% 
and 83%, respectively.  
 
 
(a)Schedule with traditional queue-based strategy     (b)                 Schedule with awareness of multiple resource                                                                         
     utilizations 
 
Figure 1: An example of scheduling multiple resources. 
The imbalanced utilizations among different resource types, as the result of Schedule 1, are caused by ignoring the 
associated relationship among heterogeneous job requirements. We pay more attention to the diversity of different 
resource vectors. That is to say, various application instances often have specific preference to their dominant 
resource. Selecting the appropriate applications to form a parallel job scheduling set provides great opportunity to 
improve the integrated resource utilization, since heterogeneous jobs could complement each other due to their 
different dominant resources. To this end, we propose a multi-dimensional resource aware mechanism to address 
this resource utilization problem. 
B. Problem Definition and Model 
1) Problem Definition: We denote the resource capacity of a data center with m-dimensional resources as a vector  
R  =     : :     , where ri  denotes the total quantity of resource Ri. Assume that a data center supports n 
applicationsAP1: :: APn. To recall from Section III-A, each application submits the same kind of jobs which are 
independent of each other (if a user has different resource demands for different jobs, we model the jobs as different 
applications). Each application j has a demand vector    , which describes its resource requirement on per job. We 
refer to application j’s job demand of resource Ri as   ,  , thus the demand vector can be represented as    =    ,  : 
: :   ,  . With the number of jobs submitted of each applicationµ , a scheduling strategy defines an allocation A = 
 x1 : : : xn  to signify that application APj gets to run xj instances of job j, whose demand vector is wj . Given a data 
center capacity R and status of heterogeneous applications (  ,µ  ), our problem is to derive a feasible allocation A 
to maximize the utilization in each resource dimension as well as to improve system performance with acceptable 
fairness tradeoffs. 
2) Problem Model: The general job scheduling with multi-dimensional resource constraints is summarized as one of 
the particular combinatorial optimization problems. According to the application scenario and our problem 
statement, we map the multiple resource-aware job scheduling to a bounded multi-dimensional knapsack problem 
(B-MDKP).”Bounded” means that the amount of jobs submitted from each application instance are not infinite. In 
our model, we assume (1) Rigid job instance. Resource requirement for single-job instance of an application does 
not change during execution and (2) Non-preemptive Resources are locked for a job execution once the distribution 
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interchangeably. The description of various symbols  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table1. Model Symbol List  
 
The original conception of profit pj represents the economic gain or use value of the given item. We borrow this 
term from  into our model to express the system throughput benefit from each job with respect to its resource 
demands, which is not inherited the independency, between profit and size in the traditional knapsack problem. we 
employ   as inversely proportional to the Average resource consumption of a given job j, shown as the denominator 
part in Formula (1). 
pj =
 
 
  
  , 
  
 
   
                                      (1) 
  
Similar to the traditional knapsack problem, the objective function is to maximize the total profit, 
            
 
                                            (2) 
With the constraints of resource capacities and item quantities. 
 
    ,        ,       1,2…..       
 
              (3) 
xj ≤ µj,   j=1,2….m                                         (4) 
xj: integer 
 
IV. Resource Scheduling Algorithm 
A. MRIS Algorithm 
Even when the additional bounds of B-MDKP are not mentioned, it is known that the general multi-dimensional 
knapsack problem is strongly NP-hard, therefore, an effective heuristic algorithm with less-complexity is necessary. 
Since previous study concludes that greedy based heuristics dominate other methods both on execution cost and 
performance in multi-dimensional optimization, we develop novel heuristics to obtain the approximate optimal 
solution based on the traditional greedy algorithms of knapsack problems. 
 We try to redefine the efficiency metric (ej), a metric used in solving classical knapsack problems, by 
considering both the profit and the resource consumption of a job. When evaluating the resource consumption, we 
need to assess the scarcity of a resource so that we do not immediately schedule jobs which require resources of low 
availability. To achieve this, we first calculate the relationship between multi-dimensional resource supply and 
demand that shown as    in Formula (6), whereµ  and    are the number of un-scheduled jobs and resource 
constraint of each dimension during current scheduling computation. The expression of      is to compute the over-
requiring proportion of a certain resource type i from all the submitted jobs as a magnification coefficient, which 
indicates the degree of scarcity among various resource dimensions. 
               Symbol                          Description 
    The constraint of resource 1 ≤ i ≤ n 
    the profit to schedule job j 
μ   the total number of jobs of type j,1 ≤ j ≤ n 
  ,   requirement of     resource submitted by     
       application type 
     The permitted number of jobs allocated in each     
scheduling iteration for application type j. 
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product as the denominator, ej can dynamically adjust to prioritize jobs by selecting those requiring less scarce 
resources. From the view of the whole data center, our multi-dimensional scheduling is an approximation of 
progressive filling in which all resources’ usage is increased at a similar rate or one dimension after another. 
Ej=
 
  W  ,    
 
   
                        (5) 
    
∑   , 
 
    .µ    
∑   , 
 
    .µ 
                             (6)  
The complete algorithm is explained in two stages, namely the logarithmic transformation and job selection. The 
transformation process provides an effective method to solve the bounded knapsack problem by converting it into an 
equivalent 0-1 form. And the job selection process is responsible for the combination and assignment of various 
application instances due to their different dominates resource. We first make a logarithmic transformation to 
generate an extension of 0-1 knapsack problem with limited increase in the number of variables. For each item-type 
j of B-MDKP, we introduce a series of  log  µ   1       items, whose profits and weights are (   ;   , ), (2   ; 2  . ), 
(4   ; 4wi;j),. . . respectively, and one remaining item such that the profit (resp., weight) of the new items equals    
pj(resp:;       , ). Note that the efficiency metric ej of each application instance does not change since the profits 
and weights are multiplied at the same magnification. In the following job selection process, we sort the new job 
sequence by non-decreasing order of each job’s efficiency metric and non-decreasing order of the    value if their ej 
are equal. Next, we employ a greedy-like strategy to pick up the first application instance with the highest efficiency 
metric, and determine whether the remaining resource constraints could meet the multi-dimensional resource 
demand. If the candidate job cannot be assigned due to the capacity limitation, we further check whether this job is 
the intermediate package during the previous logarithmic transformation process, and divide it into smaller package 
according to the current resource provided. Afterward, we repeat the division for all the jobs with the same highest 
   and compare the updated    values to determine which one should be scheduled at this iteration. Otherwise, we 
skip to the next group of jobs with smaller    in the waiting queue until no more job could be allocated. The 
resulting selection algorithm is shown in Algorithm. 
B. Algorithm Complexity 
First, the transformation process takes O (Nlog   ) operations definitely, where N is the number of jobs. We mark 
the total number of transformed jobs as     and mainly focus on the job selection mechanism step by step. Assume 
that the initialization in Step 1 and the final update in Step 6 take negligible complexity. Step 2&3 require O (    d + 
log        ) operations, while the inner loop at Step 4&5 is invoked N times in the worst case and takes O (    d) basic 
operations. This implies that our algorithm is a polynomial time scheduling strategy with the computational 
complexity O (N  log    +      d (     d + log       )). 
Algorithm 
(1). Initialize the upper bounds and the capacities for application instances. 
(2). Do the computation on the efficiency metric of each job and sort them by non-decreasing order according to           
and   . And then form a sequence S. 
(3). Select the first job or a group of candidate jobs with the exact highest    value. 
(4). Check whether the capacities of multi-dimensional resources satisfy the job’s requirements, assign this job into       
data center; otherwise divide each job in this group according to the resource limitation.  
   =       
  
  ,      , if    = 0 then skip the job. 
(5). Again calculate the   values of the divided jobs in Step 4,  ́  = Xi . pj. Select the new job with the highest  ́   
value. If no job is chosen, remove these jobs from the sequence S, back to Step 3 until the sequence is NULL. 
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happened during iteration. 
CONCLUSION 
In this paper, the problem of efficient resource scheduling with multi-dimensional constraints in a shared data center 
was depicted. We have modeled the scheduling problem as a bounded multi-dimensional knapsack problem, and 
presented MRIS, a heuristic algorithm that approximates progressive filling. In such a way, MRIS enables jobs with 
dissimilar multiple demands to be run effectively in a sharing environment while optimizing resource utilization in 
each dimension. We demonstrate that MRIS achieves high system efficiency and application performance with an 
acceptable unfairness metric. In our future work, we plan to extend the model and MRIS to the fine-grained 
scheduling that introduce the task workflow in job execution stage. 
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